
 TO OVERCOME
PRICE OBJECTIONS

5 simple steps



TAGE OF DIP DAYS

STEP 1: BREATHE

Addressing a price objection with a frustrated tone will create resistance and potentially

lose the sale. The way to prevent this from happening is to breathe, get back into your

body and take a moment so you're relaxed before responding.

STEP 2: GET PERMISSION

When price is mentioned and the prospect objects, this step is critical to release

resistance, put them at ease and move forward toward a solution. You want to ask for

permission by saying: "Can I ask a question about that?"
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STEP 4: COMPLIMENT

STEP 3: FEED IT BACK

Next you feedback the prospect's objection to them in their words. In doing this you bridge

the conversation by developing rapport and making sure your prospect knows you’re

listening. 

When you give your prospect a genuine compliment, you’re building even more rapport

and further reducing the resistance they feel. Your compliment ensures the client’s

concern is validated, so they feel seen, acknowledged and understood.

STEP 5: ASK

The final step is to uncover the prospect's true motivation for buying by asking two simple

questions. When done well, the prospect will shift from no to yes. The first question is

"What would likely happen if we did this work?" and the second question is "What will

likely happen if we don't do this work?"
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Be bold.
Play first.
Live free.

Book a sales breakthrough session
I help entrepreneurs who are ready to leave behind the

hustle and break through to six-figures and beyond with

ease. If you're ready to make quantum leaps in your business ,

book a sales breakthrough session with me today.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK
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https://calendly.com/welltraveledpalate/sales-breakthrough

